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Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of the South West Region of the Embroiderers’ Guild 

held at St George’s Church Hall, Harnham, Salisbury on the 15th October 2016 
 
Officers Present:  
   Val Rowe – Acting Regional Chairman 
   Julie Stenning - Secretary 

Sally Wilkinson – Area Representative. 
Dee Priest – Area Representative 
  

Welcome:  The Chairman of Salisbury branch welcomed fellow Guild members, Terry Murphy CEO 
of the Embroiderers’ Guild and Anthea Godfrey, Artistic Director of  the Guild on behalf of the host 
branch. 
 

1. Apologies 
Stow and Countryside branch 
Ann Gill (South Somerset) 
Judith Anderson (Cotswold) 
Mary Anderson (South Devon) 
Linda Carswell (Bournemouth) 
Jenni Ripley (Cornwall) 
Lesley Fudge (Salisbury) 
Christine Cook (Marlborough) 

 
2. Roll Call of Branches 

The following branches were represented: Avalon, Blackmore Vale, Bristol, Cotswold, Exeter, 
Frome, Salisbury, South Devon, South Somerset, and Tavistock.  
 
3. Minutes of the last AGM 

Carole Kingham from Frome proposed the adoption of the minutes which were agreed 
unanimously.    
 

4. Matters Arising 
At the last AGM, it was agreed that the 2016 AGM would be hosted by the Tavistock branch. It 
was held by Salisbury. 
 

5. Chairman’s Report 
Val read the Acting Chairman’s Report. See Appendix 1 
 

6. Treasurer’s Report 
The Treasurer resigned from the committee earlier in the year, so a report was not available. 
The Cheque book and paperwork have been sent to HQ and the secretary has the paying in 
book. Terry advised that the accounts are in order and will be included in the final Guild 
Accounts. The Guild will act as the Region’s treasurer. Other than the Festival Day, branches 
are not asked to contribute towards the costs of the region therefore the profits from a Festival 
Day are halved and shared by the holding branch and the region. 
£659 due to SW Region from the Festival Day is currently with HQ. 
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7. Area Reps Reports 
Branches were requested to complete a pro-forma prior to the meeting. Val had summarised 
them and some printed copies were available at the meeting. The reports are included in 
Appendix 2.  

 
8. YE Co-ordinator’s Report 

Val read the YE Co-ordinator’s report from Janet Pamplin. See Appendix 3. Janet has offered 
to help with any new YE group start-ups. If any branch wishes to start a YE group then please 
contact Julie Stenning Julie@stenning.org.uk who will contact Janet. 

 
9. Nominations 

The acting Chair committed to standing for one year and the year concluded at the AGM. No 
nominations were received for a replacement Chair. Terry explained that all regions are run 
differently and that regions can choose what projects they wish to take on. A committee is not 
required and people who are members of the region could form working parties to take on 
various projects. Julie Stenning the Secretary said that she would be willing to act as a co-
ordinator to send information to branches and members who don’t belong to the region, and to 
also co-ordinate the start of any working parties. She also told the meeting that she is not in a 
position to visit branches in the region. Other members of the Region put themselves forward 
to help: 

 
Robbi Robson – South Somerset 
Jean Fenton – South Devon 
Penny Hill - Formerly Stroud 
Judith Mortimore - Formerly Stroud 
Christine Cook - Marlborough 
Fran Baigent - Tavistock 

 
10. Presentation of 25 Year Membership Pins 

Tavistock – Ann Crozier and Fran Baigent were presented with their pins earlier this year. 
Jersey - Odette Tozell received her pin via Royal Mail earlier this year. 
South Devon - Pauline Roberts – to be delivered by Jane Hopkins (a South Devon branch 
member)> 
Stroud - Sheila Knight’s pin will be sent by Royal Mail by Val. 

 
11. Trustees’ Report 

Anthea Godfrey read the Trustees’ Report. See Appendix 4. 
 

12.  Date and place of next AGM 
Saturday October 21st 2017 to be held by Frome branch at Westbury Leigh Community Hall 
Westbury Leigh, Westbury, Wiltshire BA13 3SQ 
 

The meeting closed at 11.47 and the Acting Chairman thanked Salisbury for hosting the AGM. 
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Notes on the Open Forum which followed the AGM 
 

Questions were sent by Blackmore Vale in advance of the meeting  
 

1. Is the non-issue of a new membership card a one off because of the head office move or a 
permanent change? This was answered by Terry. It is a one off change. 
 

2. The recent PayPal scam was particularly well aimed with correct details, has the Guild 
reviewed this attack and is confident that it was not caused through a leak from the data they 
hold. Terry responded to this question. Very few members were affected. Some people 
associated to Guild members (e.g. Husbands) whose details are not stored on the database 
also received the e-mails. Terry’s view is that e-mail addresses were scraped from computers 
connected to the Internet. Terry’s advice is that people should disconnect from the Internet 
when they are not using it. 
 

3. Terry also updated us on future national projects. HQ is still working on national projects for 
2017 which will enhance our branch programs. We will be involved with the National Trust in 
2018. The Guild is holding discussions about joining in with their themes in future years. Plans 
are being drawn up for projects to 2020, at least one of which is International involving a head 
of state and a parliament. 
 

4. There was a discussion about the unsuitability of several Capability Brown locations. The 
members concluded that we need to educate the National Trust. 
 

 
After lunch, Val asked those present some questions that had been asked by the Council. 

 
1. Ideas for branch project following on from travelling books 

 
Tiles could be created from a picture, with individual members being asked to embroider a tile. 
This was done by Scunthorpe with a theme based on Elizabeth 1st. This can be seen at 
http://www.egscunthorpe.co.uk/Elizabeth.htm 
 
Frome used the same technique to create an Art Nouveau picture based on Dreaming which is 
currently at Guild HQ. 
 
There is an issue about where to store group projects once any project or exhibition is finished. 
 
A Branch has created a banner with Sari Ribbon. Each person was given a 6” piece of fabric and 
asked to work in 4”. They were able to create anything as long as there was some Sari Ribbon in 
the piece. The banners are joined with buttons so it can be taken apart.  
 
Postcards – between branch members or other branches 
 
Work inspired by folios? 
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2. Ideas to establish auditors around the country for a nominal fee.  
 
Members at the meeting advised that they don’t have a problem with auditors. 

 
3. Ideas to maximise the use of the relocated collection and folios.  

 
Fund raising for collection and folio, list donors against collection item or folio. Branch as a 
whole might donate.  
 
Branches could possibly borrow named pieces for exhibitions.  
 
Branches/Individuals could adopt a piece. Use the adopted piece as inspiration.  
 
It would be nice if the folios were catalogued on the web with pictures. Anthea will ask if we 
can access them online. The Guild has a Pinterest page 
(https://uk.pinterest.com/theembroiderers/). One of the boards shows pieces in the Capability 
Brown exhibitions (https://uk.pinterest.com/theembroiderers/capability-brown-embroiderers-
guild-exhibitions/). The latest Contact has an article on how to use Pinterest.  
 
Folios could be borrowed for Regional day, and then branches take them home.  
 
Are folios good basis for courses? Could they be made available for colleges, universities, and 
other textiles courses not run by the Guild? 
 

4. Production of material for induction and training of committee members (branch and 
region)  
 
Any such material needs to include how committee members are accountable.  
 
Job descriptions may be available on the web site.  
 
There was general agreement that these would be useful.  
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Appendix 1 
 

REGIONAL CHAIR’s (Acting) REPORT 2016 
 
 
One of the most significant things for me this year has been the amount of embroidery to be seen in 
exhibitions in the region not least because of the Capability Brown Project and the other 
anniversaries. 
Blackmore Vale’s involvement in the Dorset Arts Week again showed the variety of ways that views 
or items could be interpreted by stitch. 
The anniversary exhibitions, 40 years for Marlborough and 30 years for Frome in rural and urban 
venues each well visited by the public, announced the huge variety of skilled embroidery worked by 
members who enjoyed their hobby. A wonderful advertisement. 
Avalon and Frome also produced much interest with their displays in the Radstock museum in the 
spring. 
 
Tavistock celebrated 35 years and I was with them and presented two 25 year pins. 
Capability Brown was a well-travelled man and me too as I visited Croome, Bowood House, 
Ugebrook House, Harold Hillier Gardens, Lacock and Woodchester Mansion. Blenheim Palace  and 
Petworth are out of our region but were well worth going the extra mile to see embroideries to match 
his work.. 
As a ‘fly on the wall’ at exhibitions it was interesting to listen to the public’s response to them at  
Capability Brown venues. At one, a group of students wandering past entered to see what there was, 
‘Hey have a look here,’ one young man said, beckoning his mates and they stood admiring the 
pictures and wondering in awe, how they were done. There were lots of compliments about the ideas, 
the colours, and the work involved. 
 
To me, as I visited each place I could tell where there had been workshops for those branches and  
that they had influenced the techniques used, work with felt, or machining, others transferring 
pictures and print and embellishing them. A long way from the days of Lazy Daisy tray cloths no 
wonder the work made such an impact. 
Well done everyone who exhibited work anywhere, it was an effort worthwhile. 
 
Another striking collection of work that photographs can’t do justice to, were the entries for the 
national competition. This was set by our joint presidents, Jan Beaney and Jean Littlejohn, and was 
entitled ‘Looking Through’. These were displayed at the AGM in Manchester in May. 
The winners set a very high standard of stitching and original ideas. I felt that many members would 
feel that they could not aspire to that level, but the challenge is always there. 
 
I think most of us would agree that finding volunteers to run the branches is not easy.  
Sadly North Dorset Branch closed for this reason in January but most members moved on to three 
other branches nearer to where they lived. Stroud has had issues too that led to there being no 
members willing to take up positions on their committee. 
Marlborough had an ingenious plan when no one was prepared to take the chair, four members 
agreed to share it three months each and contact was through the secretary. Many congratulations 
on the success of your plans. 
Stow-on-the-Wold almost faltered but three members stood in, taking acting positions for the three 
main positions on the committee and the branch continued. 
Everyone is a volunteer who takes on a role of responsibility and does a sterling job and all branch 
members should support them. You may ask then why are they not paid, but no price can be put on a 
volunteer, not because they are worthless but rather that volunteers are priceless. 
Well done to all of you this year. 
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I have travelled a lot but still not managed to get to all branches. I did get to Truro to meet up with 
Cornwall branch prior to them holding the region’s highly successful Festival Day at Wadebridge in 
April. It was very well organised, a joy to be there, and we all had gifts made by branch members. 
Cornwall you did us proud. Sadly, however, no branch came forward to organise a Festival Day for 
2017 so it would be good if a branch could take on this mantle for 2018. 
 
It has been a good year but possibly an exhausting one trying to complete work to deadlines. 
On reflection I think of the title of Kate Adie’s book ‘The kindness of Strangers’ as I have been 
welcomed wherever I have visited. Those who have taken me in have been gracious, welcoming and 
forbearing when I asked them how they organise and manage their branches. There is a great 
camaraderie and pride in their branches and a delight in each other’s work. 
Well done, long may it continue, and thank you for having me. 
 

Val Rowe 
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Appendix 2 
 

South West Region Branch Reports 2016 
 
 
AVALON BRANCH 
 
Meet from 10am-4pm on 4th Saturday of month, with a workshop most months and general meeting 
at same time. Members happy with this arrangement. Seems to work well for our branch 
Lively group which new members have fed back that they find welcoming 
We have had most of our new members over the last three years via our branch website 
We have many members who are technically very good in many embroidery techniques who are very 
willing to share their knowledge 
We have homespun sharing workshops led by members as well as professional tutors 
We exhibited at Radstock Museum including a theme of Remembrance for which we produced a 
group embroidery( see latest Contact)We put pictures on EG Facebook page. Street Parish Council 
has asked to display it in the library shortly until November. 
Two of our members came 2nd and 3rd in the Seaside Postcard competition @SW Region Festival 
Day. We put in about thirteen entries. 
We had Sian Martin for an innovative workshop called Assemblage which had us stitching into 
crumpled birthday cards and into space and thinking outside the box 
Kim Thittachi held a two day workshop on experimental dyeing bringing a myriad of tools and 
teaching members how to use them to great effect. 
As a complete contrast Clare Clensy, a favourite tutor treated us to Goldwork, catering for beginners 
up to experienced. 
A Recycling workshop, masterminded by Sue our programme Sec.  had us all working with  bag each 
of natural coloured fabrics from silks and embroidered net to jute and hessian ribbon, beads and 
textured man made fabrics. The idea was to produce an embroidery or item using the contents, but 
you could add colour in thread or paint if wished. So far landscapes ,book covers and UFO’s are 
appearing. 

*** 
BRISTOL BRANCH 
 
Hosted the Regional AGM in October 2015  
Our branch exhibition will be in February 2017. Facebook presence. Used ticketing apps to 
encourage more visitors to lectures and workshops. 
BBC Get Creative at RWA 
Capability Brown Exhibition at Lacock,Wiltshire. We would consider being part of another national 
project but only if the exhibition location is closer to Bristol and has sufficient space. 
National Stitch day at Bristol Museum; Very successful, lots of people and some new members 
gained.The museum have asked us to do this again next year and also to participate in a Christmas 
event at another location. 
Highlights. Contact with the public leading to new members for 2016. 
A member of our branch received a highly commended award for the annual competition. 
A member of our branch had a star letter published in Stitch magazine. 
Problems during the year ;- Resignation of the Chair during the year. A new chair took over. 
The recommendations made during the consultation for revamping the Guild were too wide ranging 
for grass root members to engage with. Suggest this is tried again with smaller steps so it can be 
more easily assimilated. Members struggled with completing the questionnaire. 

*** 
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PLYMOUTH BRANCH 
 
We began the year by completing the work we had done for the anniversary of Capability Brown now 
showing  at Mount  Edgcumbe House. 
We then looked at Jacobean work to be placed on the cover of a book.  
We explored Broderie Perse and textured samplers 
This was followed by crazy patchwork worked as a hanging. 
We enjoyed goldwork led by tutor Deborah Hastings as someone we have had a visit from before 
and were pleased to invite back. 
Then a rare treat a day with Claire Williams who is the God-daughter of Sir Norman Hartnell, the 
designer who created both the Queen's Wedding dress and Coronation Gown among many other 
royal dresses. 
The samples of the work from the dresses were exquisite with so much bead work. 
I would like to thank everyone who has led a work shop from our own group your help in this area is 
greatly valued. 
We had a great day in the sun at Mount Edgcumbe for our Stitch Day sat outside stitching and 
chatting to people. 
There will be a talk from Christopher Thomas at our AGM in September. He is a member of the 
Sealed Knot a charity that re-enacts the Civil War. 
We look forward to the rest of the term with thoughts turning to Christmas, any gifts we can make and 
inventive ways with sequins. 
We were sad to lose one of our long term members Joan Down she was a talented and generous 
lady and will be missed. 
But I warmly welcome the new ladies who have joined us this year and look forward to meeting new 
members through recent enquiries. 
As I stand down now as your chairman and I look forward to the branch meetings  and hopefully 
doing some sewing! 
 Liz Crouch. 

*** 
SOUTH DEVON BRANCH 
 
Points of interest have been Stitching by hand, Stitching with machine, learning new techniques and 
looking at  
old and new methods, with highlights being the Day schools. 
We have had problems liaising with day school tutors as there have been few of us to do the jobs. 
National Stitch Day we held at Ugbrooke House, Devon, complementing our Capability Brown 
embroideries. 
Members attended Regional Festival day at Wadebridge, Cornwall 
We enjoy our monthly meetings but have had a difficult time because of lack of a complete committee 
with the Acting-Chair having to take several rôles. 
We now have a chair and new secretary, treasurer, two committee members and hopefully someone 
to do the advertising. 
The branch has been very well supported by Exeter branch which has kept us going and particularly 
the Chair, of Exeter, Dee Priest.  
We are a very small branch with only 16 members. We now hope to advertise ourselves to increase 
our membership. 

*** 
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CORNWALL BRANCH 
 
Travelling Books 
Weekend day school with Amanda Clayton 
Talk at our AGM by Lesley Robinson on Elizabeth the First, The Great Wardrobe. 
Talk at Christmas by Sarah Price, The Quilt Lady, about quilting during the 20th Century. 
Our Regional Festival Day 
We didn't take part the National Stitch Day this year 
Members from the Cornwall Branch exhibited at Mount Edgcumbe, Plymouth 
We support and steward the Stitching and Hobbycraft Show at Westpoint, Exeter. 
Christmas lunch 12/12/15 
Branch lunch and subs 9/7/16 
AGM: 8/10/16 
We currently have seven Committee members . 

*** 
SOUTH SOMERSET BRANCH 
 
We have: 

1) A large membership of enthusiastic embroiderers. 
2) Monthly workshops or lectures 
3) Extensive library 
4) Members receive a pre-meeting email giving relevant information and details of any exhibitions 

All our meetings are interesting and enjoyable, but especially good was our visit to the Capability 
Brown Exhibition at Ugbrooke House, Devon. . 
We joined with other SW Regional Branches for an exhibition at Ugbrooke House. 
Our members attend both the Regional AGM and Festival Days.   
We currently have 72 members 
National Stitch Day, Two of our members joined with Exeter Branch at Ugbrooke House but we did 
not find this a successful venue. 

*** 
TAVISTOCK BRANCH 
 
The branch celebrated 35yrs  with a meal out. everyone attended. 
Decorated a Christmas tree in Tavistock church 
Held 25 meetings this year. 
The branch has been unhappy about the consultation documents and after discussion decided to 
stay as a branch of the Guild rather than be an independent sewing group. 16/7 . 
Many members however want to sew and chat rather than take part  in events or even workshops. 
National Stitch Day. Members were not interested in taking part in this 
Capability Brown Project. Members were not interested in taking part in this 
The Regional Festival was day held at the Royal Cornwall Showground Wadebridge. Only a couple 
of members attended 
A fully functioning committee ? Not quite, only five members The Treasurer has had a stroke and 
cannot do the job any more, the Chairman and Secretary are leaving. There may be a change after 
our AGM 
Chairman leaving  as has moved house and the drive to the venue is too long. 

*** 
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BLACKMORE VALE BRANCH 
 
Moved location of branch meetings from Bradford Abbas to Bishops Caundle. 
Moved branch meeting dates from 3rd Saturday in month to 1st Saturday in month. 
We continued our biennial collaboration with Dorset Art Weeks.   
Our Programme Secretary produced another year of entertaining workshops covering a wide range 
of subjects; our workshops continue to be well supported by members.  We continue to use visiting 
and in-house tutors. 
We have reviewed the use of our Library and plan changes for next year but the branch continues to 
invest in Embroidery and Stitch magazine for the use of members  
Our programme for 2017 is complete and our Programme Secretary is now looking at 2018. 
The books in our library will be reviewed and we will retain a Reference Library for the branch to 
utilise.  Other books will be sold off and money generated will be used to invest in a smaller number 
of new books for our lending library.   
September 2016 Weekend Workshop with Jan Beaney and Jean Littlejohn.  We had a fabulous 
weekend with Jan and Jean and their Memory Cloths workshop. 
Our younger members were very successful in the South West Regional competition. ‘A postcard 
from the seaside’ and won the first 3 prizes. One of younger members was also a De Denne winner. 
16 Day Branch Exhibition as part of Dorset Art Weeks successfully managed by our past chair - Jan 
Pineau. 68% of our members contributed and we exhibited 151 items. 
We have difficulty in filling empty committee positions. 
The move to Bishops Caundle has seen us lose some members although we did add some new 
members following closure of North Dorset Branch. 
National Stitch Day2016, the branch did not take part 
Capability Brown Project. Due to prior commitments to Dorset Art Weeks we did not take part in this 
project 
October, Louise Hall Stash Busters   November, Anna McDowell Dorset Buttons 
January,  Committee Challenge A Bag for Life February,  Wendy Hermelin Landscape Hanging 
March, Ruth Smith Folded Secrets  April,  Alison Hulme More Printing! 
May,  Ros Atkins Free Style Smocking  May – June,  Dorset Art Weeks 
July, Jan Tillett Stitching in Space  Sept  AGM,  Guest Speaker Verity Scott – Lace is More 
Sept  Weekend Workshop Jan Beaney & Jean Littlejohn 
Young Embroiderers met in Oct, Apr, Feb, June, Aug 

*** 
EXETER BRANCH 
 
We are a thriving group, growing in numbers 
We work with other branches twice a year to put on and steward stands at the two main sewing and 
craft shows in the area 
Exeter coordinates and take the lead in these shows. 
We have a Young Embroiderers Group which we support and subsidise 
Exeter has a full and varied programme with members leading a workshop at each meeting. We also 
have dayschools with outside tutors which we advertise to local branches 
A highlight was a trip to Castle Drogo to see the Char de Triomphe and a Grayson Perry tapestry as 
well as numerous textile exhibits from their store. 
Problems encountered when the vicar booked all our day school days for church business. We will be 
working with him on a project to depict the history of the church in stitch so may be able to change 
some dates. 
National Sittch Day at Ugbrooke House with South Somerset branch. 
Perhaps we will try working at Castle Drogo.  It is hard as very few members wish to take part as 
August  is a terrible time to have itbecause  as many members have visitors as we are such a tourist 
destination. 
September 2015 and 2016 Sewing and stitching show at Westpoint and Craft4crafters in January. 
We will continue to advertise ourselves at the shows particularly and gain new members and spread 
the word. 
Continue to work with Tavistock, South Devon, South Somerset, Plymouth and Cornwall branches. 
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*** 
SALISBURY BRANCH 
 
Excellent atmosphere within the group, lots of chat at meetings and plenty of mingling with each other 
too. 
We maintain contact with several branches around us with whom we exchange offers of seats for 
talks and buses, as well as workshops. 
Willingness of several of our members to lead a mini workshop occasionally (so much cheaper than 
an outside ‘leader’) which is often a lot of fun too. 
Local sewing shop ( Franklins ) kindly agreed to renew the 10% off cards of which our members 
make good use. 
Meeting members from other branches is good and interesting.. 
A highlight has been the success of Travelling Books. There will be a continuation of Travelling 
books. 
Problems encountered Finding new committee members, and encouraging current committee 
members to become secretary as present secretary is about to step down. Programme builder is 
hard to find too. 
Great difficulty getting a piece accepted for print in the local paper on the ‘club’ page-beginning to 
think 
that the paper must have something against us! 
National Stitch Day Successful event in front of Salisbury Library, plenty of stitching done on Worlds 
Longest Embroidery by passers-by. 
Capability Brown Project. Partnered with Andover, Marlborough and Solent (not all our region) and 
exhibited all of our 16 pieces at Hillier Gardens, Romsey Hampshire. We have stewarding duties at 
Hilliers with the 3 other branches. 
A few of our members went to the Regional Festival Day at Wadebridge, some went to the SEW 
Festival Day in Abingdon and 5 of us are going to the K & S Show with Marlborough Branch on their 
coach. 
We are hosting SW Region AGM October 2016. 
Normal twice monthly meetings held plus several sequences of 4 weekly classes where various 
techniques are focused on. 
We have an annual competition within the branch, in memory of Miss Clough, an ardent hand stitcher 
who was chairperson some years ago; numbers participating had decreased to barely any entries at 
all but interest has been reignited and the last competition, December 2015, attracted about 14 
entries. 
We have an entry in the St Thomas’ Christmas Tree Festival in December 2016 (we do this every two 
years ) and so will be spending our October meetings stitching our themed decorations for our tree. 
We pay £30 annually to the branch and £33 annually to the Guild. Our cost per meeting is nil but we 
run a small sales table and sell slices of homemade cake (very popular) at our afternoon meetings. 
Our education programmes consist of Sequences of weekly classes, 4 at a time, when various 
techniques are focused on (box making, patchwork, types of stitches etc.) - we are lucky to have 
such a capable and willing member to deliver these classes for us. 
 

We are Just about keeping our heads above water, helped a great deal by raffles at all of our 
meetings 
(prizes always contributed by members), sale of cake before our afternoon meetings when we always 
have tea and coffee, plus a small sales table. 
We have collected quite a quantity of sewing ‘things’ as donation to a local school for children with 
learning difficulties who are introducing sewing to the classroom. 
We have continued to collect used postage stamps over the year having made another donation of a 
very large carrier bag full earlier in the year to a local hospice who sell the stamps to raise cash. 

*** 
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MARLBOROUGH BRANCH 
 
Busy and successful year. 
40th Anniversary of Branch. 
Attendance at meetings and other activities largely good. 
Our meeting hall is much appreciated, for its view and helpfulness of the Hall committee. 
The highlight was our Ruby Anniversary Exhibition 
Problems encountered;  difficulty in finding new committee members. Occasional problems with 
digital/computer matters. 
Capability Brown Project. A number of members participated in this project for show at Bowood 
House, Wiltshire and in other locations. 
Provided a stall at Avebury Day bi-annual event, with displays and hands on stitching experience for 
children 
Monthly meetings with speakers, workshops every other month, monthly stitch days. 
61 members this year. Encouraging members to bring friends to meetings, who may then join. 

 
We have a branch of Young Embroiderers. 6 meetings were held with variable attendance.  Helpers 
always required. 
Current total annual branch/HQ subscription cost Total £45  (inc. £12 branch) No charge for monthly 
meetings. 
Workshops £25, and £3 for Stitch Days 
Education programmes. A popular in-house “Design to Stitch” course is run by one of our members. 

*** 
 

BOURNEMOUTH BRANCH 
 
Travelling books [ongoing] 
Christchurch Priory Music and Arts Festival 
Canford Needlework Fiesta 
Pictures with Fay Maxwell [April workshop] 
‘cottage garden’ workshop with Jan Pineau [March workshop] 
Hightlights Pictures with Fay Maxwell [April workshop] and Travelling Books [ongoing] 
Problems encountered finding a new treasurer as the treasurer did not want to police members who 
had not paid at HQ and membership secretary stood down due to ill health. 
The branch did not take part in the National Stitch day. 
The Capability Brown Project. Four pieces of work were on display at Milton Abbey and were sold. 
We have regular monthly meetings that are well attended, with workshops each time. 
There are 41 members. We cannot really plan to expand very much as when fully attended our hall is 
barely big enough but most of the time it is fine. 
Members pay £35 to the branch and £32 to HQ  the hall costs £64 with £8.83 insurance. 
At present there are 7 members on the committee. 
Education programmes;-  Betty Ruffell has held courses at Kincombe Centre. 

*** 
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JERSEY BRANCH 
Very successful CB exhibition/ festival 
Folio inspiration at monthly meetings 
Improved communication with HQ 
Branch numbers have increased by 11 
New fortnightly stitching sessions in our local White stuff store 
National Stitch Day we combined with our Capability Brown exhibition. 
Capability Brown Project 
A great highlight of the year was our exhibition as part of the Embroiderers Guild Capability Brown 
Exhibition. Despite not being offered a U.K venue we arranged our own exhibition at 16 New Street a 
Georgian town house belonging to the National Trust for Jersey. At out January meeting Mrs Donna 
Le Merrec from the trust came to our meeting to talk about the landscape and gardens they own.  
Beverley (chair) then challenged members to make a cushion no bigger than 12 inch by 12 inch 
inspired by the gardens and landscape of the trust which would go on display in the house. Beverley 
was delighted to find that 58 cushions were submitted and many of our newest members even made 
one. These were displayed as a trail throughout the house.  
We had a 3 day celebration and on the first day we a wonderful private party with Georgian style 
refreshments, accompanied by Daniel Speck on the piano playing Georgian music. Ruth Skinner 
(member) made a wonderful cushion depicting the house to give as a thank you gift to The National 
Trust. Over the course of the 3 days our members brought in their work and stitched in the house 
talking to the visitors as they looked at our display. Beverley did two radio interviews from the house, 
took private tours around and gave 2 workshops making embroidered buttons.  
The house recorded its highest visitor levels on the Friday and declared our exhibition a huge 
success asking if we would keep the whole display up for a month. International textile artist Diane 
Bates attended and gave great encouragement in her delight of our work. This was an excellent 
example of how members pool their talents and generously contribute to make our branch activities a 
success. 
 
Branch activities  
October – one of our members, Ruth Skinner, ran a workshop on her Kaleidoscope technique which 
had been featured in Stitch magazine and a brilliant day was had by all.   
December – We had a Christmas tree on display once again in St. Peters church Christmas tree 
festival which we decorated with hand embroidered stars. 
January – launch of an early bird project for members to learn a new embroidery stitch for every 
week of the year by Beverley Speck (chair) 
March-  We enjoyed great success once again at this year’s Jersey Eisteddfod where members won 
many awards; we stitched on a rota basis at the event chatting to anyone who wanted to find out 
more about our work and the Guild. 
April – we began meeting fortnightly for stitching sessions at the ‘White Stuff’ store in St Helier we 
stitch in public and memebers of the public are able to join us for tea and cake and learn more about 
our branch. 
June – we welcomed Frances Pickering and her husband, Jim, back to Jersey for two workshops. 
Frances is an absolute inspiration and those attending had the most wonderful time. We all left 
buzzing with ideas and we are looking forward to seeing all the finished books. 
July – CB Exhibition  Georgian tea party,private tour given,2 workshop for members of the public to 
have a go at embroidery – see above for greater detail 
Membership to date is 53 
Members pay £13 to the branch and 30 to HQ  cost per meeting pp £1.30 
We have a full committee 
As part of an education programme we ran embroidery taster sessions as part of our CB event 
 

*** 
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COTSWOLD BRANCH 
 
Membership staying fairly steady/slight increase 
 
Workshops generally high quality. Members keen to extend range of our activities 
Continue advertising. Possible further exhibition in 2017 as these result in interest, but possible 
opportunity for a sub-committee to arrange 
 
Explore 2nd Socialise and Sew group 
Explore regular session for members to meet and develop techniques/experiment etc 
50th Anniversary exhibition at Nature in Art October 2015 was a highlight 
Capability Brown exhibition at Croome  
 
Well-attended workshops and socials 
1)  Venue for Capability Brown not really suitable: Temple Greenhouse open to elements/birds, 
dampness, lack of access/suitable toilets for those with mobility problems/ too far from many of our 
members eg Forest of Dean. Venue dissuaded some people (National Trust entry fees). 
2)  Held alongside Capability Brown exhibition at Croome but too far away for many members to 
attend, hence only Three Committee members took part but it generated public interest 
Something more local/informal next year. Suggestion of staging it in Gloucester museum 
Joint exhibition with Worcester Branch at Croome very positively received by the public 
We have had 10 workshops 2 Socials including talks and demonstrations. Exhibitions/sale of work 
Monthly Socialise and Sew in Cheltenham 
Have been unable to get Programme Organiser therefore Committee to share this in 2016/2017 
 

*** 
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Appendix 3 
 

YE Co-Ordinator’s Report 
 

Regarding my YE Report, the only YE event I was involved in this year was helping to collect the YE entries for the YE 
competition at the Regional Day in Cornwall.   As the report of that event will come  from the Cornwall Branch  there is no 
point in repeating it.  The second reason I stayed on the committee was to help Bristol Branch set up a YE group if they 
decided to go ahead with the idea and needed any help with it.  As unfortunately this has not happened there is nothing to 
report. 
 
I am concerned regarding the £50 that the treasurer claimed on behalf of our YE’s from the De-Denne fund this year and 
it is listed in our bank statement.  It was decided that we would not split it between the four YE groups this year but leave 
it in the SW Region account and add to it next year as £50 pounds was a small amount to be spilt between each group 
and that was recorded in the minutes. If the SW Region folds up then I take it that the money in our bank balance will 
revert to headquarters.  I am sure the four YE groups would welcome extra funding, however small so would it be 
possible to allot this money to the YE groups before it is sent to headquarters.  Also I would like to ask if our YE groups 
can apply to the YE De-Denne fund next year and future years, if so how do we go about doing it and does it have to be 
applied for by each individual YE group? 
 
I appreciate that this is a very small problem in comparison with what is happening in the Region, but I know that all YE 
groups would welcome any additional funding that is available and as Jean and Jan said recently when they came to our 
branch, they are the future of the Embroiderer’s Guild and should be encouraged in what they do. 
 
Janet 
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Appendix 4 
 

 

 
 

Trustee’s Report to Regional AGM’s 2016 
 

Thank You (mention Regional Chair or person who introduced you by name ).  The Embroiderers’ Guild has 
had a busy year and I look forward to sharing the details with you and telling you of our plans for the coming 
year. 
 
At the EGM in Birmingham also introduced our Vision, Strategies and main Aims for the next five years. It does 
provide clarity about our purpose, our intended contribution to the future of stitch and textile art and, 
therefore, our reason for existence.  
 
Our Vision is that the Guild is recognised and valued as a central educational and inspirational resource and as 
a hub for all who are attracted to or experienced in embroidery/stitch, textiles, and related arts and crafts. 
Our vision is also that the Guild is seen as being supportive of all levels of ability from those who stitch for 
personal enjoyment through to those who seek an increasingly rewarding and enriching experience in the 
furtherance of historical skills, and technical and artistic excellence. 
 
Achieving our vision requires us all to focus on our charitable objects, namely to…  
 
ENCOURAGE new generations to stitch.    
SUPPORT all who teach, learn, explore and extend the boundaries of the art of stitch. 
PUBLISH the history and contemporary research in relation to stitch and textile art. 
COLLECT, preserve and exhibit items of historical and contemporary significance. 
 
These charitable objects are more relevant in the 21 century than ever before and are activities we should all 
be supporting. 
 
We have made great strides in the last year in achieving our vision and aims. 
 
We have brought stitch and textile art to the widest audience ever in the history of the Guild. Forty five high 
footfall venues, many with visitor numbers in excess of 100,000, exhibiting the work of over 2000 members 
for a combined total of 156 months in 2016.  
 
A huge thank you to the Capability Brown team for what has proved to be an enormous task all done with 
efficiency and good humour. 
‘Making the Guild visible’ fulfilling our charitable aims.  Many of these venues have come back to us to ask 
‘what next’, an exhibition from the collection. Our aim is to cement these new relationships and turn as many 
as possible into long term partnerships. 
 
Through our partnership with the Landscape Institute and National Trust and, before them, the Ashmolean, 
Ruskin College Oxford and the British Library and work done by our members on Magna Carta, we were 
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approached by HBO, the makers of Game of Thrones, asking if we could make a tapestry to support their 
forthcoming product launch.  
As I am sure many of will know the challenge was enormous… literally. We were being asked to produce a 
piece of work 18 feet long and 13 feet high in just 3 months from a standing start, itself interrupted by the 
Christmas and New Year holiday. Our Artistic Director, Anthea Godfrey stepped forward to manage the 
project. The piece was completed on time and was launched at Central St Martins, in London on a very cold 
March morning at 8am.  It is now on tour at venues around the country Halifax, Sedburgh, Grantham, Norwich 
and at the Knitting and Stitching Show both at Alexandra Palace and Harrogate. Next year it will be at the NEC 
in March and at Bucks County Museum in May. As you can imagine it is a major (and expensive) task to 
transport it and install it. 
 
But it certainly has brought the Guild to an audience on a scale like never before and we even been featured 
in the New Musical Express and on the BBC news. The story and video on social media has had over 200,000 
hits. A huge thank you to Anthea Godfrey. I know it caused many sleepless nights and certainly a few laughs as 
well. 
 
Our CEO has been at the forefront of these projects making the most of these opportunities and is now 
working on initiatives and opportunities for members as far forward as 2020.  
 
In any talks with potential partners who may never have seen a connection between their organisation and 
stitch and textile art we can show them that we are relevant and can make a difference. These are essential 
measures for our future.   
 
As I have just mentioned we are working o on further opportunities for members and, indeed, the wider stitch 
community, for 2017, 18 and 2020. Each very different. Each offering members new experiences and 
opportunities and, hopefully, welcome challenges.  These and other initiatives should make it easier for 
branches to attract new members and provide opportunities for members that would be difficult if not 
impossible in private stitch groups. 
 
At our EGM in Birmingham we also signalled our intention to review the membership model, the relationship 
between the central Guild and the branches, and the future role of the regions – all with a view to pulling 
together behind the achievement of our vision and aims and reducing significantly the cost of administration. 
The intention was to come forward with suggestions that gave members and branches support and, in 
particular, support for smaller branches. This consultation took place between last October and January of this 
year and, overwhelmingly, nearly all the suggestions were rejected by members.  
 
Regrettably, it was back to the drawing board for the trustees as we had no automatic or hidden ‘Plan B’ as 
many members thought.  
 
There were two bright spots – the first was that the pilot for new Guild Books on paper and Excel for branch 
treasurers had been very successful. Over 100 branches are now using these new documents. The second was 
that we have developed alternative courses to City & Guilds, much more for people wanting to increase and 
extend their enjoyment of stitch. These are now being piloted as part of our distance learning programmes 
and will in due course become available without the need to go on-line. 
 
However, we had to deal with the outcome of the consultation. The new board of trustees met with the 
existing board to discuss and agree ways forward.  
 
They took account of the fact that, in common with the vast majority of charities, the Guild’s sources of 
income are reducing and some ceasing altogether. In our case the issues are reducing incomes from our 
magazines, almost no income from books and none from City & Guilds course fees and tour commissions. At 
the same time our members rejected our suggestions for new sources for membership income and steps to 
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reduce admin costs. In common with many other charities we rely substantially on the support of our 
members. 
 
At about that time the trustees had been approached by Bucks County Museum with a view to housing the 
Guild Collection and providing a permanent exhibition space for the Collection from 2017.       
 
Due diligence was carried out and an agreement was reached to house the Collection, provide curatorial 
services and maintain a permanent exhibition space from May 2017. There is a cost to this service which is 
now the subject an appeal to members, branches, regions and the wider stitch community. We do hope you 
will all feel you can support it.  Members can visit Bucks County Museum. There is no entry fee. Members will 
also be able to book conducted tours of Bucks County Museum’s resource centre near Aylesbury. This will 
include the Guild’s Collection, library and folios. More on this in future editions of Contact and on the website. 
 
Although this is intended to be a long term relationship with Bucks County Museum Trust it is absolutely clear 
that that ownership of the Collection with absolutely remain the property of the Embroiderers’ Guild. More 
on this in the next edition of Contact. 
  
We still had to find permanent cost savings of £90,000. 
 
 Our lease was due up in January 2016 and the trustees and CEO had to consider the cost of staying at Kings 
Road. Bucks County Museum offered office space at a cost to the Guild that gave us a substantial cost saving. 
Sadly we had to make the decision to make two members of staff redundant.   It was a difficult decision as 
they had served the Guild well over many years.  
 
 Annie Franz was made redundant and Jan Jardine and Olina Preston opted to take redundancy. We wish 
them well for the future and thank them on behalf of all our members for their hard work and support for the 
Guild over many years. 
 
Louise Fraser Jones, Kirsten Blake and Pat Tempest will work from home but with full on-line access to the 
office and will meet regularly at Bucks County Museum.  We are hoping volunteers will come forward to 
replace those who helped in the Kings Road office for so many years. 
 
With a reduction in staff the CEO, with the full agreement of the trustees, put together a paper asking for the 
support from the Regions in delivering services and support for branches and members. We are still working 
on a formula that works for all.  
 
We have achieved the £90,000 in cost savings but could still do more and/or release more funds to develop 
the Guild needed for the 21st Century. It is essential that we do so. Income is dropping but at the same time 
we have to invest in our future and our website, database and social media require continual investment. We 
hope you will support us.  
Thank You 
 
 
 

 


